
 

 

COMPANY PROFILE 

EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED 

Strong Programming skills are the defining USP of “EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 

PRIVATE LIMITED”. Typical projects involve advanced n-tier architecture, which integrate with 

backend legacy systems and databases. A team of application architects and graphic designers excel in 

creating lightweight interface pages, creative flash demos, intuitive navigation and user-friendly forms 

and screen layouts. The Quality Control team ensures that all development is bug-free and adheres to the 

specifications.  

 

“EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED” brings to its clients, deep 

domain knowledge of the related industry verticals, by virtue of its investments to build products like    

‘e-CRM-VISA’ (A web based perfect solution to the Visa Consultant  needs), 'e-Clinic’ (A complete 

hospital management online application to cover all procedures from registration to billing), 'e-Exam’  

(An Online Testing Application ready to suffice the testing purposes of any kind of institute), ‘e-Vyapar' 

(A billing & inventory related application to serve the need of any Industry), ‘e-Finance(A web 

application to cater to the needs of a finance company), ‘e-Insurance’(A web application to suit the day 

to day procedures of a multi company insurance agent) , ‘e-Dispatch(A web application to serve for 

billing procedures of any service providers.)  

 

SOFTWARE 

At “EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED”, our approach starts with 

understanding of your company's goals and objectives for the software. “EDC info-net SOFTWARE 

SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED” will then translate the results of the brainstorming workshop into 

a concept strategy for the client, drawing from in-house methodologies. We then develop the software 

from the bottom up, giving top priority to the intended audience/market and overall user experience 

“EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED” offers professional, affordable 

website design and development services. Whether you are looking to build your first website or make 

enhancements to your current site, 

 

“EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED” can help your business succeed 

online. We can design (or redesign) every aspect of your site. We can also host your site and perform 

social media optimization that will help you succeed online.  

 

WEB 

At “EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED”, our approach starts with 

understanding of your company's goals and objectives for the website. “EDC info-net SOFTWARE 

SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED” will then translate the results of the brainstorming workshop into 

a concept strategy for the client, drawing from in-house methodologies. We then develop the website 



 

from the bottom up, giving top priority to the intended audience/market and overall user experience.  

 

This is followed by the design of suitable Information Architecture, followed by integration of your current 

marketing plan and logo design. This ensures your corporate identity is easily recognizable whether your 

client is surfing your website or reading your latest newsletter.  

 

“EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED” has expertise & experience in 

Web standards and best website design practices - we always endeavor for quick downloads, easy 

navigation and most of all consistency.  

 

We have developed customized and unique web solutions starting from simple corporate websites to e-

Commerce solutions, extensive web-based applications, etc across various industries. We identify your 

needs, and accordingly design and develop optimal solutions that address your business, marketing and 

communication objectives. 

TRAININGS 

“EDC info-net SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED” is one of the leading name in 

providing Specialized Trainings to Engineering, M.Sc., MCA an under graduate candidates.  

 

Our highly trained and experienced Technical team can serve to any kind of Corporate / Institute level 

Training needs, whether it is Technologies (like .Net, Java / J2EE, PHP, etc.), Databases (MS SQL Server 

2005, Oracle, etc.), ERP packages, among others.  

 

The Company grooms an individual in Industry endorsed technologies / products, to bridge the gap 

between the Employer requirements and the Candidate's skill-set. Employers prefer the skilled manpower 

to cut down the Training Cost.  

 

Every trainee has to undergo Projects after the Training, giving them exposure on the implementation of 

the Technology, the Industry acceptable Project standards and architecture so that they can become cost 

effective asset to the Employer from the very first day.  

 

Many students had been benefitted and are placed in Major Software Solution providers in India and 

abroad.  

 

The Company in its mission to bridge the gap is tying up Institutes to impart Trainings to Engineering and 

MCA candidates at entry level that will, eventually, boost the placements of their students. 


